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Anomalies in high-order harmonic generation at relativistic intensities
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High-order harmonic generation from a solid target surface has been investigated using femtosecond laser
pulses focused to intensities greater than 1018 W/cm2. The experiments show that the harmonics are very
intense, with a conversion efficiency that is one or two orders of magnitude larger than that of harmonics
generated in gases. Beside the observation of presently the shortest wavelength harmonics from femtosecond-
laser solid target interaction, i.e., down to 22 nm, an anomaly has been observed in the harmonic spectrum. In
contrast to the expected well-known continuous ‘‘roll off’’ of the high-harmonic orders, the harmonic intensity
decreases with the increase of harmonic order, but in between shows minima which are significantly less
intense than the neighboring harmonics. Furthermore, the order of the harmonic minima depend on target
material. Additional calculations using numerical kinetic particle simulations and a simpler oscillating mirror
model show that the physical origin of these modulations is an intricate interplay of resonance absorption and
ponderomotive force which leads to a complex electron density profile evolution. Furthermore, this is empha-
sized by a spectral line analysis of the harmonics. In agreement with the theory, broad lines have been observed
and, in particular for the harmonics in the minima, a complex interference structure is present.
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I. INTRODUCTION

High-order harmonic generation is a method to acco
plish intensive and coherent pulses at short waveleng
This subject has been studied for more than a decade, m
using gas jets for frequency conversion~see, e.g.,@1–3#!.
However, there are several problems with those ‘‘g
harmonics.’’ First, the maximum intensity of the harmon
emission is limited by the maximum laser intensity th
could be applied because gas ionization has to be avoi
Second, high-order harmonic generation~HOHG! requires
proper phase matching between the fundamental and the
monics, so that recently gas-filled capillaries are used ins
of gas jets@4#.

An alternative method, which does not suffer from su
problems, is to focus a laser pulse to high intensity on
surface of a solid target. At suitable conditions, a spectrum
harmonics is observed in the direction of the reflected la
pulse. This type of HOHG offers two advantages: First,
contrast to the gas jet experiments which allow for odd-or
harmonics only, even and odd harmonics are emitted
second, no limitation of laser energy is known so far wh
promises scaling up to very high fluxes of the harmonics

Originally such experiments were done using nanosec
laser pulses@5#, but with the advent of the chirped puls
amplification~CPA! technique@6# and the availability of in-
tense enough picosecond and femtosecond pulses, most
trashort pulses have been applied for HOHG. In the follo
ing, we will restrict to these harmonics from solid surfac
and, in particular, we will concentrate on HOHG by mea
of femtosecond laser pulses which were observed for the
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time in experiments by Kohlweyeret al. @7# and von der
Linde et al. @8#.

In a simplified model, the physical principle of suc
HOHG is the oscillation of the mirrorlike target surfac
which is caused by the large ponderomotive pressure of
light pulse or driven additionally by the resonant plasm
wave in the case ofp-polarized laser light~the ‘‘moving
mirror model’’ @9,10#!. Later on, further detailed simulation
by the same authors and by Gibbon@11# have shown a sub
stantial increase of the harmonic order and harmonic int
sity at relativistic intensities (.1018 W/cm2) and an inherent
coupling of the phases of the harmonics. In experiments
Norreyset al. and Changet al. with 2.5 ps laser pulses, har
monics up to 75th order of the 1053-nm fundamental w
measured@12,13#. However, in significant contrast to the the
oretical predictions@9–11# the observed source paramete
showed that the moving mirror model could not be simp
applied at their conditions~e.g., the harmonic emission wa
nearly isotropic instead of being in specular direction of t
fundamental laser light and spectrally broader than
pected!. In this work and the more recent experiment
Wattset al. @14# the situation for this interaction with high
intensitypicosecondlaser pulses was characterized by lar
preplasma, modified and steepened by the the light pres
@15#.

There is a large potential for applications for which it m
be interesting to confine the harmonics emission to a sm
solid angle and thus to increase efficiency and spatial co
ence of HOHG. These goals and, of course, clean and n
ambiguous experimental conditions, can be achieved by
ing even shorter pulses~pulses of the order of a hundre
femtosecondsor less @16#!. In this case, the femtosecond
laser solid target interaction~FSI! occurs directly with the
critical surface which has a very steep density gradient. Ze
©2003 The American Physical Society16-1
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FIG. 1. Experimental setup.
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et al. @17# have shown that depending on the prepulse le
and the contrast ratio~pulse-peak intensity to that of th
background or prepulse, respectively! FSI harmonic emis-
sion becomes more efficient if the laser pulse interacts wi
very steep density gradient at the critical surface.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this work we have extended those previous exp
ments by performing measurements on HOHG using v
clean laser pulses. To achieve this, we have used freque
doubled pulses from the ATLAS-2 laser system at the M
Planck-Institut fu¨r Quantenoptik which is a 10-Hz Ti:sap
phire laser emitting laser pulses of 230-mJ energy and 13
duration. These laser pulses atl5790 nm wavelength have
an intrinsic prepulse of;1024 ~;1 ps ahead of the peak!
and an amplified spontaneous emission~ASE! pedestal of
less than 1028 compared to the main pulse intensity@18#.
Both effects are strong enough to create a plasma at
target surface. In such a case, the main pulse would inte
with a preplasma extended to several microns. To avoid
situation, the laser light was frequency doubled tol0
5395 nm and thus the prepulse level decreased to less
1027 so that preplasma formation was avoided~with the ex-
pense of a reduced pulse energy of;60 mJ!. The remaining
unconverted fundamental light was reduced by a factor
greater than 107 by a set of four multilayer mirrors. There
fore on the target, plasma creation was only possible by
main pulse itself which leads to the interaction of the la
pulse peak with a very dense plasma~solid state density!
with an extremely steep density gradient of the order l
than 1mm @17,19,20#.

An f /2.5 off-axis multilayer-coated parabolic mirror wa
used for focusing. The focal spot was carefully characteri
by a direct 50:1-magnification setup. The focus consisted~a!
of a central near-diffraction-limited spot~;3.6mm diameter!
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containing more than half of the pulse energy and peak
tensities up to many times 1018 W/cm2 and ~b! of a broader
structure farther around, such that the usual value of 86%
the energy was found within a diameter of 12.8mm. The
values,I L , given for intensity throughout this paper, mea
the average intensity within the full central spot~diameter
;5 mm! yields a maximum intensity of 1.531018 W/cm2,
which is almost a factor of 10 higher than that achiev
before@17#. By changing the timing of the pump pulse in th
amplifier chain,I L could be varied between 1017 and 1.5
31018 W/cm2 so that, for comparison, additional measur
ments could be made at lower intensities.

The laser pulses were incidentp polarized under an angle
a545° on solid slab targets of various materials~solid alu-
minum, copper, fused silicon, and Sigradur, a glasslike c
bon modification of densityr51.4 g/cm3). The target was
mounted on anxyz translation unit and was moved betwee
consecutive shots to always present a fresh surface.

Single and multishot spectra in the wavelength reg
from 10 to 80 nm were recorded by a single-shot transm
sion grating spectrograph@~TGS!; see Fig. 1#. The TGS
which consists of a toroidal mirror at gracing incidence
free-standing gold grating, and a two-dimensional detec
~Proscan GmbH, Germany! was mounted in specular direc
tion of the fundamental, i.e., at 45° with respect to the tar
normal ~details of the TGS are described in Refs.@21# and
@22#, respectively!. A 100-nm-thick aluminum filter was
mounted in front of the TGS to discriminate against the la
fundamental. Two different gratings have been used: first,
the observation of an extended wavelength range a gra
with 1000 lines per mm@Dr. Johannes Heidenhain GmbH
Germany~TG1!# and second, a 5000 lines per mm grati
@X-Opt Inc., Florida~TG5!# for a detailed measurement o
the high harmonics with a five times better spectral reso
tion. These large aperture gratings (10 mm34 mm) are
6-2
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ANOMALIES IN HIGH-ORDER HARMONIC GENERATION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A67, 013816 ~2003!
mounted on a support grid of a 33-mm and 4-mm period,
respectively. The contribution of higher diffraction orders
the spectrum has been found to be less than a few percen
TG1 and less than 17% for TG5.

The detector consists of a Gd2O2S:Tb scintillator@23# that
converts the extreme ultraviolet~XUV ! photons to visible
light, a 25-mm-diam microchannel plate which is fibe
coupled optically to the scintillator and a charge-coupled
vice ~CCD! for the readout. Although due to its high effi
ciency the TGS is able to measure a single-shot spectr
five to ten spectra were averaged for each individual m
surement to achieve better reproducibility.

The observed spectral range could be easily change
moving the detector position~Fig. 1!. Wavelength calibration
is easily done using the well known Lyman-a ~at 3.4 nm!
and helium-a ~at 4 nm! lines of a carbon target and theK
edge of the aluminum filter at 17 nm. In addition, the wav
length of each harmonic line could be checked from
higher orders of the line diffracted by the support grid in t
y direction @Fig. 2~a!#. Altogether, this gives an absolute a
curacy of the wavelength ofdl/l50.4%. The total acces
sible spectral window for the harmonics ranges from 16
82 nm. For lower wavelengths the reflectivity of the graci
incidence mirrorRm is strongly reduced. Between 7 and 1
nm and for wavelengths greater than 82 nm the radiatio
blocked by the 100-nm-thick aluminum filter.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Harmonic spectra

Figure 2~b! shows a typical spectrum from a from a gla
target, measured with TG1 at a laser intensity ofI L51.2
31018 W/cm2 ~solid line!. This spectrum shows no signifi
cant second-order diffraction and is corrected for the tra
mission of the aluminum filterTAl ~dashed line; theK edge
of the filter at 17 nm in first diffraction order is indicated b
‘‘K1’’ ! @24# and the scintillator efficiencyhscint ~dotted line,
in arbitrary units! @23,25#. Here, high-order harmonics ar
clearly visible up to 13th order of thel05395 nm funda-
mental. At even shorter wavelengths further harmonics
sitting on a background emission originating from the h
plasma~ionic spectrum and continuum radiation, in the fo
lowing brief ‘‘plasma emission’’; this is indicated by ‘‘P1’’!
@26#. To show this more clearly Fig. 2~c! displays a spectrum
measured with TG5 at slightly higher laser intensity. Aft
correction for filter transmission, scintillator efficiency, an
background subtraction, one nonambiguously can recog
harmonics up to the 18th or 19th order. Presently this is
shortest wavelength harmonic obtained from the interac
of femtosecondlaser pulses with solid targets.

From Fig. 2 one can see that the intensity of the harm
ics is strongest for the lowest order and decreases to sh
wavelengths~6th to 10th order!. This corresponds to the
well-known continuous ‘‘roll-off’’ as expected@9#. However,
after reaching a minimum~11th order!, the harmonic emis-
sion becomes stronger again. The minimum at the 11th
monic is well reproducible@27#. It does not depend on th
grating or any other part of the diagnostics, such asTAl , Rm ,
or hscint, because between 25 and 60 nm the spectral
01381
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sponse of these components is steady and flat@23–25# @Fig.
2~b!#; for larger wavelengths a correction for filter transm
sion is important; see e.g., Fig. 3: the fifth harmonic seem
be much too weak since there no correction was applie!.
Moreover, the real nature of this anomaly can be seen fr
Fig. 3, which shows spectra not effected by any correcti
repeated measurements with the same diagnostics but d
ent target materials, but otherwise the same experime
conditions, also showed variations of the position of the h
monic minimum. In particular, in contrast to glass@Figs. 2
and 3~c!#, the minimum for carbon@Fig. 3~a!# occurs at the
9th harmonic and in the spectra of the two metals alumin
and copper, no minimum could be observed.

To get rid of any background from both plasma emiss
and higher diffraction orders of TG1 and TG5 we have c
rected the spectra forTAl and hscint and integrated all har-
monic lines separately. Plotting these integrals as a func
of harmonic order, Fig. 4 shows even more clearly that

FIG. 2. High-order harmonic spectrum of a glass target m
sured atI L51.231018 W/cm2. ~a! Raw data as seen on the CC
chip. Horizontal: harmonic spectrum; vertical: higher orders fro
diffraction at the support grid of TG1~in arbitrary units!. ~b! Har-
monic spectrum~energy per wavelength interval! measured with
TG1. ~c! Extended region of the highest harmonics~energy per
frequency interval!, measured with TG5 atI L51.531018 W/cm2

@27#. In ~a! to ~c! ten shots were accumulated. ‘‘P1’’ indicates the
plasma emission in first diffraction order and ‘‘K1’’ the K edge of
the Al filter at 17 nm in first diffraction order.P2 andK2 are the
corresponding second orders.
6-3
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carbon there is even a real modulation with several min
apparent, namely at the 5th, 9th, 11th, 13th, and 15th
monic instead of only one at the 11th~and maybe the 5th! in
the case of glass.

Here we would like to emphasize the importance of cle
experimental conditions if this modulation should be clea
present. This is illustrated by a supplementary measurem
where an additional well controlled small prepulse~395-nm
wavelength, 130-fs pulse duration, intensity 331014 W/cm2)
was applied 200 ps before the main pulse. In this cas
preplasma is generated, which in this case has a scale le
of approximately 3mm ~estimated by calculations with th
hydro codeMULTIFS @28#!.

Similar to the detailed investigations of Zepfet al. @17#
and Tarasevitchet al. @16#, we have observed that th
prepulse strongly reduces the overall harmonic emission@this
is even more pronounced than the effect from reducingI L ,
Fig. 4~c!#. Moreover, Fig. 4~b! shows that the negative effec
of the prepulse increases with harmonic order: the 5th to
harmonic are reduced by a factor of 7 to 12, whereas the

FIG. 3. High-order harmonic spectra for different target mate
als irradiated withI L51.531018 W/cm2 laser pulses~all measured
with TG1; here no correction was applied forTAl and hscint). Ten
shots were accumulated:~a! highly polished glassy carbon~SIGRA-

DUR!, ~b! unpolished aluminum,~c! glass, and~d! polished copper.
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harmonic is reduced by a factor of 27 and the 12th by
factor of 30 to 70. At the same time, the background bel
40 nm ~i.e., the plasma emission! strongly increases, too
~compare@29#!, and it is difficult to discriminate harmonic
above the 11th order from it.

B. Efficiency

Figure 3 also shows that the harmonics are very inten
In particular for the dielectric target materials@Figs. 3~a! and
3~c!#, the harmonic emission significantly exceeds t
plasma emission~marked as ‘‘P1’’ in Fig. 2!. A rough esti-
mate of the conversion efficiencyhH into harmonic emission
was made by comparison of the relative signals of the h

-

FIG. 4. Harmonic efficiencyhH as a function of harmonic order
~a! Carbon and~b! and ~c! glass. Solid~open! symbols: measure-
ment with TG1~TG5!. Circles and squares: measurement witho
prepulse; crosses: measurement with prepulse~see text! (I L51.5
31018 W/cm2). For comparison~c! shows a measurement at 36
reduced intensity~no prepulse!. The dashed line in~a! and~b! cor-
responds to the harmonic efficiency from Eq.~1!. The symbol size
in the direction of the ordinate corresponds to the shot-to-shot fl
tuations. All data are corrected forTAl andhscint. The accuracy of
the absolute values ofhH is within one order of magnitude.
6-4
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ANOMALIES IN HIGH-ORDER HARMONIC GENERATION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A67, 013816 ~2003!
monics to that of the carbon Lyman-a line emission mea-
sured with the same setup during the same experimen
addition, we would like to mention that the duration of th
harmonics is expected to correspond to the laser pulse d
tion of 130 fs while the plasma emission has a duration
several picoseconds@19#.

Taking into account the known conversion efficien
hLy-a for this carbon line~a conservative estimate ishLy-a
'1024 to 1023 @22,30#!, the integral over the carbo
Lyman-a line and the individual harmonic lines, respective
~all in the same arbitrary units!, the solid angle of emission
~2p sr for the carbon line; the same solid angle for reflec
laser light and harmonics, i.e., given by thef /2.5 optics! and
the wavelength dependence of the TGS throughput~filter
transmission, mirror reflectivity, grating efficiency, scintilla
tor efficiency, etc.! we obtainhH.1025 –24 for the for the
6th harmonic~see Fig. 4!. For comparison, the dashed lin
shows the scaling of the efficiency

hH'931025S I Ll2

1018 W cm22 mm2D 2S N

10D
25

~1!

which corresponds to the empirical relation given by Gibb
@31#, Eq. ~37!. If one neglects the modulations which are n
included in this relation, approximate agreement can be s
This shows that HOHG on solid targets may be much str
ger than that from gases, where a typical value for harmo
in the same wavelength range ishH'1026. This is also an
upper limit because higher laser intensities would ca
strong ionization of the gaseous medium and thus supp
HOHG @2,32# and therefore have to be avoided.

Figure 5 shows the harmonic intensity as a function

FIG. 5. Harmonic efficiencyhH as a function of laser intensity
for a glass target for selected harmonics~squares 6th, circles 9th, u
triangles 12th, down triangles 14th, and stars 11th harmonic, w
is the minimum!. The lines indicate a scaling withI 1 to I 4. The data
are corrected forTAl andhscint. The accuracy ofhH is within one
order of magnitude.
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laser intensity for a glass target. One can easily see a st
increase ofhH with I L . At relativistic intensities~approxi-
mately I L.1018 W/cm2) the short wavelength harmonic
do scale withI L

4 or more. This is very promising with respec
to achieve intensive short wavelength harmonics as m
tioned before. Furthermore, Fig. 5 shows that the harmo
of the minimum~H11! scales much weaker withI L in con-
trast to the other harmonics.

We also would like to mention that the previously me
sured efficiency of the 10th harmonic of 800 nm obtained
a laser intensity which is one order of magnitude lower th
that of the present work is approximately 1026 @16#. If one
compares harmonics at the same wavelength, e.g., the
and 5th harmonic, respectively, measured at the different
tensities and wavelengths of both experiments, relation~1!
yields a slightly larger efficiency for the present work
observed in our experiment.

IV. SIMULATIONS

A. Kinetic particle simulations

The experimental situation was modeled by means of
one-dimensional 1D particle-in-cell code LPIC@9#. Oblique
incidence of the laser radiation on the target is treated
applying the relativistic ‘‘boost frame’’ transformation@33#.
In all simulations, initial electron temperaturesTe between
300 and 600 eV and cold ions were assumed. The target
approximated as a thin layer of laser wavelength thickn
l0 with vacuum layers 3l0 in front and behind it. This ge-
ometry of the simulation box provides particle kinemati
with only few reflections on the box boundaries. We us
p-polarized sin2-shaped laser pulses with 100 fs duration a
an angle of incidencea545° on the target. Fourier
transformed fields were looked at different positions alo
the laser propagation path. To compare with experiment
obtained spectra, we show Fourier transforms of the reflec
light calculated at the box entrance~laser side!.

Figure 6 demonstrates the influence of the incident la
intensity in unitsa05eE0 /mev0c for a carbon target with an
initially steplike density profile.E0 is the electric field of the

h

FIG. 6. PIC simulations of high harmonic spectra from a carb
target ata052 ~a! anda051.8 ~b!, respectively.
6-5
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laser pulse,me the electron mass,v0 the angular frequency
of the 395-nm laser pulse, andc the velocity of light. Above
some valuea0;2 @Fig. 6~a!#, which corresponds to a mea
focal intensity I L'2.531019 W/cm2 for l05395 nm, the
peak intensities of the high harmonics become modula
Already a small decrease in laser intensity@Fig. 6~b!# re-
moves the modulations. A similar effect on harmonic inte
sities is obtained when the initial target density profile
varied. In the case of an initial plasma scale lengthL/l0
>0.1, intensity modulations in the calculated spectra w
reduced or disappeared. This result suggests that the h
contrast ratio in our laser pulse indeed was a decisive
requisite for the observation of the anomalies in the detec
harmonic spectra.

The modeling also clearly shows the role of the init
target density. At the surface of materials with largeni /nc
(ni is the ion density andnc is the critical electron density
for carbon this ratio is about 16!, weaker high harmonics wil
be generated than in the case of targets with smaller den
e.g., glass~see Fig. 7!. This fact is in plausible agreemen
with the oscillating mirror model~see@9#!. A lower density
implies a smaller restoring force; therefore, larger amplitu
of the electron surface oscillations are responsible for h
monic generation.

In addition, we analyzed the influence of target ionizati
on harmonic spectra. Because the used PIC scheme doe
treat ionization processes explicitly, we use an indirect fo
of description through ion mobility. A higher ionization de
gree in the quasineutral ensemble of electrons and ion
equivalent to higher ion mobility, or smaller ratioMi /Me of
macroparticle masses. We observe an enhancement o
modulations in harmonic peak intensities with growing i
mobility as shown in Fig. 8. Qualitatively, the result depict
in this figure is close to our experimental observation,
though the local intensity minimum~at the 11th harmonic! is
less pronounced.

An examination of the density profile oscillation drive
by the electric field and the ponderomotive force, resp
tively, showed that the movement of the critical surfa
shows a deviance from a pure harmonic oscillation. Ho

FIG. 7. PIC simulations of high harmonic spectra from a gla
target ata052 ~a! anda051.8 ~b!, respectively.
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ever, the PIC simulations showed a general discrepanc
the experimental spectra: To observe high-harmonic ord
e.g.>10 in glass, higher laser intensities are more neces
than available in the experiment. Also the difference of t
orders where the harmonic signal reaches its relative m
mum is different from what is observed in the experime
We note that these discrepancies are also present in the
of Wattset al. @14# and the reason is not understood yet.

B. Oscillating mirror model

Thus to get more insight in the harmonic generation p
cess at the critical surface of the electron density, we tried
get much simpler access to the relevant physics and c
back to the oscillating mirror model@9,10,34#. Then the com-
plex relativistic motion of the electrons on a classically b
having ion background can be described in the framework
a cold relativistic plasma fluid model developed by Lichte
@9# for the general case of oblique laser incidence. The eq
tion for the longitudinal electron movement~along with laser
propagation! in the moving frame@33# reads

d

dt
bx5

c

g
~12bx

2!
]w

]x
2

1

g2 S c
]

]x
1bx

]

]t D S a2

2
2ay tana D

~2!

with the notations bx5vx /c as the longitudinal fluid
velocity, g5A11(p/mc)2, a5eA/mc the dimensionless
vector potential ~A is the vector potential!, and w
5eF/mc2 the scaled dimensionless scalar potential.

We distinguish three force terms on the right-hand si
The first term describes the longitudinal charge separat
which can be caused by the corresponding electric field c
ponent of ap-polarized laser wave at oblique incidence. T
second term contains the ponderomotive force

Fp52
mc2

g

]

]x

a2

2
. ~3!

s FIG. 8. PIC simulations of high harmonic spectra from a gla
target for low and high ionization degree:Mi /Me537000~a! and
Mi /Me57000 ~b!, respectively.
6-6
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It causes a surface motion with twice the laser frequency
third term, arising again at obliquely incident laser illumin
tion only, is a Lorentz force. It follows from the action of th
magnetic fieldBz}]Ay /]x on a transverse surface curre
driven by the corresponding electric field componentEy . It
will excite plasma surface oscillations with laser frequen
similar to the longitudinal charge separation term. Therefo
we describe the oscillation coordinateX(t) in a simplified
form as

X~ t !5Xv sin~vt2wv!2X2v cos~2vt2w2v! ~4!

~note: at oblique incidence in the boosted frame the
quency v is lower than in the laboratory frame,v
5v0 cosa). If the frequency of the light pressure is close
the plasma frequency, 2v'vp , we set approximatelywv

'0 andw2v'p/2. In a next step, we analyze the influen
of the oscillating surface, where the incoming light will b
reflected, on the reemission process. Here one has to acc
for time retardation. An observer~spectrograph! will detect
the reflected light at a shifted time

t ret5t2
X~ t !

c
~5!

with

X~ t !5
2

cosa
~Xv sinvt1X2v sin 2vt !. ~6!

The observer position is neglected here because it con
utes only a constant shift in time. The amplitudesXv and
X2v could be directly estimated from the resonantly e
hanced electric field atnc and the ponderomotive force, re
spectively. But we have to note that there is an upper li
for the amplitudes because the maximum speed of the ‘
cillating mirror’’ has to be lower thanc which limits Xv and
X2v to a fraction ofl0 .

We also would like to mention that at relativistic intens
ties due to the relativistic kinematic motion, even furth
componentsX3v sin(3vt), etc., appear, which will even en
hance the harmonic emission, in particular the higher ord
However, this is not the dominant part in Eq.~6! and does
not change the basic nature of our discussion.

Thus we have restricted the first two amplitudes and e
mated Xv and X2v for the parameters of the experime
(I L5231018 W/cm2, l05395 nm, 100 fs pulse with a
Gaussian envelope, approximately bandwidth limited, i
spectral bandwidthDl052.8 nm @35#! and calculated the
optical path as a function of time and the correspond
spectrum@kxret5(t2t ret)c/l0 ; Figs. 9~b! and 10~b!#.

As an example, Fig. 9~b! indicates a complex motion o
the critical surface in the vicinity of the pulse maximum
whereas much before or later in time, the motion is mu
weaker and sinusoidal~in principle, our PIC simulations also
have shown a deviance from a pure harmonic oscillatio!.
But depending on the ratioXv /X2v the motion may be even
be more complicate: in Fig. 9~a! we have reduced this rati
and Fig. 9~c! shows the effect whenXv /X2v is increased.
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FIG. 9. Change of the optical path with time due to retardati

calculated with the oscillating mirror model.~a! Xv /X2v52, ~b!
Xv /X2v55, ~c! Xv /X2v56. In ~a! to ~c! we assumed an approxi
mately constant scale lengthL/l050.03. In~d! Xv /X2v55, but in
addition it is assumed that due to the strong ponderomotive fo
the original scale length is reduced during the interaction@see the
inset in Fig. 10~d!#. The pulse maximum is att50.
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FIG. 10. Harmonic spectra calculated with the oscillating mir
model. The spectra in~a! to ~d! correspond to the situations show
in Fig. 9. In~d! it is assumed that the change of scale length follo
approximately the envelope of the laser pulse~see inset!. The posi-
tions of the relative minima are indicated by arrows.
01381
Another situation is shown in Fig. 9~d! where the effect of a
transient change of the scale length is shown.

Fourier transformation leads to the spectra shown in F
10 which, in principle, are not too different from what we
observed in our experiment. One can clearly see the typ
‘‘roll-off’’ but with relative minima in between. The intensity
of the harmonics and the positions of the minima depend
the actual experimental condition, which manifests in t
amplitudesXv and X2v and their ratio which is of large
importance. This may also explain the observed differenc
the spectra obtained from different target materials~Fig. 3!:
in the case of lighter elements due to lower inertia, the sc
lengthL will change much more during the interaction tha
for heavier elements. In this case a glass target would lea
a spectrum similar to Fig. 10~b! whereas a carbon spectru
would more correspond to Fig. 10~d! which shows more and
also more pronounced minima~compare to Fig. 3 and Fig
4!.

The difference in the harmonic spectra of the dielectr
~glass and C! on one hand and the metals~Al and Cu! on the
other hand is not well understood, in particular because
density of glass and Al is approximately the same but
differences in the spectra are significant@Figs. 3~b! and 3~c!#.
A possible explanation may be the different enhancement
the electric field atnc due to the different values of the d
electric function and the electron-ion-collision frequency.
this caseXv will be different. Consequently, not only th
total efficiency of harmonic generation and the number
harmonic orders will be altered, but also the interplay
resonance absorption and ponderomotive force which m
fests inXv /X2v .

V. LINE ANALYSIS

The complex motion of the critical surface calculated
Sec. IV B is supported by the line-shape analysis of the h
monics. In particular, we have calculated the line profi
from the simulated spectra and compared to the experim
As an example, Fig. 11 shows the shapes of the spectra
Fig. 10~b! and Fig. 10~d!, respectively.

A typical line which is not a line in the minimum is show
in Figs. 11~a! and 11~c!. It can be seen that the lines a
relatively broad and slightly exceed the bandwidth expec
from nonlinear opticsDlN5Dl0N23/2, whereN[v/v0 is
the harmonic order andDlN the width of theNth harmonic.
As discussed by Lichters@9#, the slightly larger linewidth in
Fig. 11~c! when compared to Fig. 11~a! is due to a redshift of
the harmonic emission during profile steepening~transient
decrease ofL) and the consecutive blueshift later on@see the
inset of Fig. 10~d!#. Here we would also like to mention tha
due to plasma expansion~or compression!, there might be an
additional absolute shift of the harmonic wavelength
However, from the absolute accuracy of the wavelen
of the lines ~i.e., dl/l50.4%, see the end ofSec. II!
one can estimate an upper limit for the shift of theNth har-
monic of uDvu/v50.4% and for thecorresponding velocity
of uvpu,108 cm/s.

In contrast to the normal lines, the lines in the minim
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have a more complicated structure and, in particular, wi
are present beside the line center@Fig. 11~b!, from the spec-
trum shown in Fig. 10~b!#. These wings indicate comple
interference effects due to the complex motion of the criti
surface. They are enlarged when the motion becomes m
complicated@Fig. 11~d!; they correspond to the more com
plicated situation shown in Figs. 9~d! and 10~d!#.

Such shapes were also observed in the experimen
more detailed line measurement was done using TG5.
though during this experiment the spectral resolution w
limited to Dl res'0.1 nm ~due to the defocusing of TGS
Dl res slightly depends onl!, it was found that the measure
width of the harmonics significantly exceedsDl res. As an
example, Fig. 12 shows the relative width of the harmon
from a glass target as a function ofN @from spectrum Fig.
2~c!#. One can recognize that if one takes into accountDl res,
the linewidths calculated from the oscillating mirror mod
are in good agreement with the measured linewidths.
would like to note that within the experimental accuracy t
linewidth is independent of target material and laser inten
@36#.

The measured line profiles are displayed in Fig. 13.
Fig. 13~a! the 10th harmonic is plotted as an example fo
typical normal line. One can see that the spectral width
significantly larger than the spectral resolution indicated
the arrows. The spectral shape agrees well with the shap
the simulated line from the oscillating mirror model whe
folded with a Lorentzian spectrometer function.

The measured ‘‘minimum lines’’ are very weak and,
course, strongly affected by noise. However, Fig. 13~b!
shows that also these lines may show wings, which are s
rated by more thanDl res from the central part of the line.

Finally we would like to mention that the large width o
the ‘‘normal’’ harmonic lines in the frequency domain corr

FIG. 11. Calculated line profiles from spectrum Fig. 9~b!: ~a!
10th harmonic~normal line!, ~b! 8th harmonic~minimum line!. Cal-
culated line profiles from spectrum Fig. 9~d!: ~c! 10th harmonic
~normal line!, ~d! 13th harmonic~minimum line!.
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sponds to ultrashort pulses in the time domain. In particu
the simulation with the oscillating mirror model shows th
the typical temporal width of ‘‘normal lines’’ is approxi
mately 30% of the laser duration. For the ‘‘minimum lines
the situation is different. Depending on the actual para
eters, the temporal shape may be very complex and,
may have a double-pulse structure.

In addition, it may be noted that in contrast to the g
harmonics, in our case the phases of all harmonics are in
ently mode locked. The simulations show that for our con
tions a train of attosecond pulses is generated~this is similar
to mode locking of lasers!, with peaks of 160 as width which
are separated by one laser period, i.e., 1.3 fs. Such
structures will be the subject of future investigations.

FIG. 12. Measured spectral linewidth@full width at half maxi-
mum ~FWHM!# of the harmonics as a function of harmonic ord
for a glass target@from the spectrum in Fig. 2~c!#: ‘‘EXP.’’ The
spectral resolution ‘‘RES’’ is shown as a solid line. For comparis
the dotted line corresponds to a bandwidth as expected from
linear optics~‘‘NLO’’ !. As an example the triangles show what
expected from the oscillating mirror model~‘‘SIM’’ !. The brackets
around the data experimental point of the 11th harmonic are
cause this is a ‘‘minimum line’’ where the designation of a FWH
is not sufficient.

FIG. 13. Measured line profiles from spectrum in Fig. 2~c!: ~a!
10th harmonic~normal line; circles!, ~b! 11th harmonic~minimum
line!. Due to the weak signal the raw data of the 11th harmonic
very noisy ~thin line! and thus were smoothed~thick line!. The
arrows indicate the spectral resolution. For comparison the das
line in ~a! shows the convolution of the simulated line from th
oscillating mirror model with a 0.1 nm Lorentzian corresponding
the spectrometer function during the measurement.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have reported on measurements
high-order harmonics generated by the interaction of hi
intensity high-contrast femtosecond laser pulses with s
targets. Harmonics up to 18th order of the 395 nm fun
mental have been observed nonambiguously. Up to d
these are the shortest wavelength FSI harmonics.

Depending on the harmonic order, approximately 1025 to
1024 of the laser energy can be converted to an individ
harmonic which is one or two orders of magnitude larg
than the previously reported values of FSI harmonics or
harmonics, respectively. Thus the harmonics are very
tense. The measured strong scaling of the harmonic inten
with laser intensity, in particular for the highest orders, in t
future may even lead to much stronger radiation and e
shorter wavelength harmonics should appear. Thus, in g
eral, due to the ultrashort pulse duration of the individu
harmonics estimated from our simulations, HOHG from F
is very promising forultrashort powerful coherent XUV
pulses that may be used for applications. Even shorter pu
i.e., a train of attosecond pulses, can be expected by col
ing several or all of the inherently phase-locked harmon
together.

Moreover, in contrast to the expected well-known co
tinuous roll-off of the high-harmonic orders, the measur
spectra show an anomaly. In particular, the harmonic int
sity decreases with the increase of harmonic order, bu
between shows relative minima which are significantly le
intense than the neighboring harmonics. Furthermore, the
tensity of the harmonics and the position of the minima
pend on the experimental conditions, in particular, on tar
material. Clear minima with strong emission into high h
monics ~up to N515 to 17! above the minimum were ob
M
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served with carbon and glass targets, but not with the me
lic aluminum and copper targets, which show the norm
‘‘roll-off’’ behavior.

Additional simulations using a PIC code and the oscill
ing mirror model show that the physical origin of the
modulations is an intricate interplay of resonance absorp
and ponderomotive force. It could be shown that this lead
a complicated oscillation of the critical surface. Dependi
on the actual plasma conditions, the relative contributions
the two dominant oscillation amplitudesXv andX2v change
and hence also the intensity of the harmonics and the p
tions of the minima as observed in the experiment. In p
ticular, this may also explain the dependence of the mini
on the target material.

These explanations are supported by the simulated
observed spectral shapes of the harmonic lines which ar
agreement. The shapes of the normal lines correspond to
of the fundamental, with a width that is slightly larger tha
what is expected from simple nonlinear optics. The mi
mum lines have a more complicated structure and sh
wings, which are likely to interference effects originatin
from the complex motion of the oscillating mirror. Thu
based on our physical picture that points out the comple
of the critical surface oscillation and shows interference
fects, it is a challenge to develop a more comprehens
theory, as planned in future.
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